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2Summary'1'4'
The dynamics of impurity spin contained by nonmagnetic host metal 
is investigated theoretically. The pseudofermion representation proposed 
by Abrikosov is applied to impurity spin. The calculations are carried 
out keeping only the leading logarithmic terms in any order of the 
perturbation theory. This approximation is adequate only above the 
Kondo temperature. Abrikosov’s method is slightly modified to treat the 
spin dynamics. The real and the imaginary part of the pseudofermion self- 
energy is calculated. The imaginary part of the self-energy satisfies a 
simple relation which holds between the electron and pseudofermion self­
energies. The decrease in the effective gyromagnetic factor is determined, 
which shows how the spin compensated state begins to form at low tempera­
ture. The first terms of the power series of the static susceptibility 
calculated from the pseudofermion Green function are in agreement with 
the results of the previous perturbative calculations given by e.g. Yosida 
and Okiji. The spectral function of the pseudofermion propagator is 
discussed in details. It has a long tail at large positive energies and 
satisfies the sum rule JdmpCw) = 1. The dynamic susceptibility and other-*0
physical quantities will be presented in the second part of this paper.
1. Introduction
Recently the static and dynamic susceptibilities of dilute alloys 
have attracted great interest. In the case of magnetic impurities in 
nonmagnetic host metals the interaction between the impurity spins and the 
conduction electrons exhibits some anomalous behaviour, called Kondo [1] 
effect. These anomalies are connected with the formation of a spincompen- 
sated state built up by the impurity spin and the conduction electrons.
The problem has frequently been attacked from the side of static and dynamic 
susceptibilities. The formation of the spincompensated state would mean a 
reduction in the static and some deviation in the dynamic susceptibilities.
In the mathematical formulation of the theory a characteristic 
temperature /Kondo temperature/ appears. Well above this temperature the 
perturbation theory leads to correct results, but this situation changes 
essentially as this temperature is approached and below. The present 
treatment is restricted to the temperature region well above the Kondo 
temperature.
++ A brief summary of the present paper was given at lloi:i International 
Conference on Low Temperature Physics, St. Andrews, Scotland 21-28 August 
1968. /Proceedings of the Conference, Volume II.p. 1271/.
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Calculations have been carried out by several authors to determine 
the static susceptibility up to the first few orders of the perturbation 
theory. Some of these works [2,31 are based on the Kondo Hamiltonian, 
while the others [4-7] on the Anderson model. These calculations yield 
similar results, for there is some relation between these two models.
[8,9] Considering the low temperature region there are further approaches 
which start with some trial wave function. [10-14]
The result, derived by Hamann [15] on the basis of Nagaoka^ő decoup­
ling scheme [16] worked out ft) г the Green’s function equations, covers 
the whole region of temperature. These results are in agreement with the 
perturbative treatment in the high temperature limit, but this agreement 
is restricted to the highest power of the logarithmic terms in any order 
of the perturbation theory.
Recently also the dynamic susceptibility [17-21] has been investigat­
ed. Unfortunately all these calculations are limited to not higher than 
the third order in the exchange coupling concerning the self-energy.
Spencer and Doniach [17] pointed out first, having carried out the calcula­
tions up to the second order that a typical logarithmic term appears in 
the expression of the g-shift. Wang and Scalapino [18] have derived a 
similar g-shift and a HlogH term for the linewidth in the high external 
magnetic field limit.
The difficulties of calculating the dynamical susceptibility are 
due to the limited possibilities in the application of diagram techniques 
and linked cluster expansion for spin variables. Spencer and Doniach [17] 
have made use of a pseudofermion representation of the spin variables 
valid for S=l/2. Wang and Scalapino [18] have applied a diagram technique 
proposed by Wang and Callen [22-23] for arbitrary spin, but unfortunately 
this method works in a simple way only in the high magnetic field and low 
temperature limit.
The study of the dynamics of impurity spins is ofv particular interest. 
Until now, only the dynamics of electrons has been investigatéd in details. 
Abrikosov has neglected the renormalization of pseudofermions in his 
earlier works [24-25], for it does not contribute to the dynamics of 
electrons within logarithmic accuracy. Suhl [26] considered only the one 
electron intermediate states studying the Chew-Low equations.
In the dynamics of impurity spins those intermediate states play an 
important role, which contain at least two electrons and one hole.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the dynamics of spins 
considering only the highest power of logarithmic terms in any order of
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the perturbation theory. Abrikosov’s pseudofermion representation of spin 
variables is applied. In the first paper we concentrate on the calculation 
of the pseudofermion propagator and the static susceptibility, while in 
the second paper the dynamic susceptibility is calculated.
In Sec. 2. Abrikosov’s pseudofermion representation of spins and 
his diagram method [24] is slightly modified. This modification stands 
the critics [271 which has been directed against some difficulties 
connected with the applicability of the linked cluster theorem due to the 
occurence of some unphysical quantummechanical states in Abrikosov’s 
representation.
Previously Abrikosov [24-25] has calculated the electron self-energy. 
In these calculations only those values of the vertex function have been 
used in which the energy variables of the pseudofermions were approximately 
zero. The general form of the vertex function for all regions of the 
energy variables is not available. In Sec. 5* a few remarks are made 
about the vertex function which give the possibility for carrying out 
the further calculation in the logarithmic approximation [28]. In the 
latter approximations only the highest power of the appearing logarithmic 
terms is treated in every order of the perturbation theory.
The real and■the imaginary parts of the pseudofermion self-energy 
are calculated in Sec. 4. Determining the real part of the self-energy 
near the resonance energy two terms are obtaii.ed, one term is proportional 
to the external magnetic field while the other one to the energy. Both of 
these terms contain a typical logarithmic expression characteristic for 
the Kondo effect, which diverges at the Kondo temperature. Due to the 
appearance of this divergency the validity of our treatment is restricted 
to the temperature region well above the Kondo temperature. The term 
proportional to the magnetic field results in a shift of the gyromagnetic 
factor of the impurity spin, which 3hift describes the compensation of 
the moment of the impurity by the magnetically polarized electron cloud 
around the impurity. This compensation becomes more and more effective as 
the Kondo temperature is approached. This result which is valid only above 
the Kondo temperature, gives a hint that at zero temperature the impurity 
momeht might be totally screened by the surrounding polarized electron 
cloud and a so called compensated bound state of the impurity and one or 
more conduction electrons and holes might be formed. The second term of the 
real part of the self-energy which is proportional to the energy leads to 
a renormalization factor in the pseudofermion Green’s function. The 
appaapance of this renormalization factor will be very important in the 
study of the impurity spectral function. Furthermore the renormalization 
constant can be included into a temperature dependent effective exchange
coupling constant which may be of fundamental importance in the Kondo 
29problem.
The relaxation rate of the conduction electrons scattered by the 
paramagnetic impurities was the first physical quantity in which the 
Kondo anomaly has been found. Approaching the Kondo temperature by lowering 
the temperature, the relaxation rate increases. It is reasonable to expect 
that a similar behaviour is shown by the relaxation rate of the impurity 
spin, as it is really found is Sec. A. It is pointed out that the pseudo­
fermion and electron relaxation time satisfy an identity which is derived 
by counting the number of collisions in two different ways.
The spectral function of the pseudofermion propagator is derived 
in Sec. 5* II turns out that besides a Lorentzian contribution to the 
spectral function another term becomes important especially at large 
positive energy values. This second term exhibits a long tail character.
The calculated spectral function satisfies the sum rule fdwp (ш) = 1 and
-eo
this seems to be a good check for the calculated self-renergy which 
determines the spectral function. It will be shown in the second part of 
this paper that the long tail part of the spectral function is of parti­
cular interest in studying the dynamical susceptibility.
The static susceptibility is obtained from the one particle 
pseudofermion Green’s function in Sec.7» The first few terms in the power 
expansion of the static susceptibility with respect to the exchange coupling 
reproduce the results obtained earlier by applying perturbation method [2-6] 
As far as we* know, this calculation is the first one which gives the leading 
logarithmic terms of the static susceptibility up to arbitrary orders in 
the exchange coupling constant. This result corresponds to a modified Curie 
law with a renormalized, temperature dependent effective gyromagnetic factor.
In the second part of this paper the dynamic susceptibility will be 
calculated. The possible importance of the spin dynamics in the treatment 
of the Kondo problem, which has not yet been sufficiently considered in 
details, is the subject of another paper [29].
2. Abrikosov’s pseudofermion representation of impurity spin and its
Abrikosov [24] has applied a pseudofermion representation of spin 
operators to the treatment of the Kondo effect. This calculation has been 
carried out to logarithmic accuracy. Calculating the electron self-energy
modification
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in this approximation the self-energy of the pseudofermions can he neglec
ted In this work we calculate the pseudofermion propagator to construct
the spin correlation functions. The unphysical states containing more or'
less than one pseudofermion particles per impurity are separated by
introducing the pseudofermion energy, A which tends to infinity. The
many pseudofermion states are cancelled by this procedure. The remaining
X /T —Istates have been normalized by the normalization factor e ' . (2S+1)
in Abrikosov’s works. This normalization factor has to be modified due to 
the pseudofermion self-energy, which has been neglected before. The 
correct normalization procedure is presented in this section keeping our 
eye on the applicability of the linked cluster theorem. An electron gas 
and one localized spin is considered. The system is described, by the 
Hamiltonian
where
H =■ Hо + Hint 111
H ■= У e(p) a- a_
° p,ct V P'a P'“ - Vr H - 1 ,Pf a. a P,a
z
V ' 3— IР» oi дув и s‘ 12/
and
Hint
J
N aß Фе (R) S 13/
In these formulas Ф+ and Ф are the electron field operators taken . 
at the impurity site, R, a* and a are the creation andP / u p / a
annihilation operators corresponding to momentum p, and spin a, a 
and S are the Pauli matrix and the impurity spin operator, resp., ^ 
denotes the coupling constant of the s-d interaction, e(P) =p2/2m-y is the 
free electron energy, H is the magnetic field with direction -z, MB is 
the Bohr magneton, and g is the gyromagnetic factor of the impurity spin. 
It is supposed that the gyromagnetic factor of the electrons is ge = 2.
Abrikosov has introduced the following representation for the 
impurity spin operators
S lß °ßß' *3' /4/
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where and aß are the pseudofermion operators, and S^, is
the spin matrix.
Using Abrikosov’s technique fictitious states occur, which contain 
more or less than one pseudofermions. The fictitious states containing more 
than one pseudofermions can be eliminated by introducing a pseudofermion 
kinetic energy", X which tends to infinity. On the other hand let us 
suppose that the states which do not contain any pseudofermions do not 
occur in the calculations. This will be proved to be true in the actual 
calculations of the present paper. It is due to the fact that special 
problems are investigated, namely the spin correlation functions. Some 
short remarks will be done for the general case at the end of the present 
section.
The density operator to be applied is
p ■= exp {-(Ш'}
where the Hamiltonian H' contains the "kinetic energy" of the pseudofermiore, 
too: i.e.H'=H+H, and H, = X J a"t aQ .A A ß P P
Considering the physical states only, the probability that one 
pseudofermion state is occupied, is as follows
<Ns>phyS - < I a+ß aß >phys = Trphys(Ne p) /5/
where the operation Trpiiys means, that the trace is restricted to the 
physical states. Neglecting the exchange Hamiltonian (3) this probability 
is (2S+l) e_A/T .
The expectation value of a physical quantity A taken over the 
physical states, can be written as
<A>phys = _T_rphyS CpA) < /g/
TrPhys (p)
The factors e~Aj,T occuring in the nominator and denominator of (6) 
cancel each other, hence (6) is independent of X .
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Making use of the assumption that the states, with no pseudofermion 
do not give contribution to the matrix elements of the operator pA , 
the trace in formula (6) can be extended to all states /physical and 
fictitious/
<*>phys ■ Ji” - ^ 6 -  /7/
In order to eliminate from the denominator the states which do not contain 
any pseudofermions, the limit X > °° is taken and the normalization 
factor is completed by the pseudofermion number operator, Ng .
The expression (7) can be written in another form, too,
Tr(pA)
<А>РЬУ8 - lim —
X—  Tr C pV
Tr Cp)
lim
\->co
<A>
<N >s
x_
x
/ 8/
where the notation
<x> X
Tr (px) 
Tr (p)
/9/
has been used. The latter expectation value can be calculated using the 
linked cluster theorem, because there is no restriction to the physical 
states. Therefore the nominator and denominator of the formula [8] have to 
be calculated separately and the linked cluster theorem can be applied to 
the calculations of both quantitites.
This procedure will be applied in the present paper.
In the general case the.states which do not contain any pseudofermions 
might contribute to the expectation value <A^> in its nominator, Tr (рд)
This difficulty can be avoided, if the operator A is replaced by a n• s
and then we have the following exact formula
<A >phys = <AN >S
<N >, s X
Xlim
X-*-co / Ю /
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The actual calculation of this formula seems to be not easy. It is worth 
mentioning that there are other possibilities, too, see Appendix I.
3. On the off energy shell vertex function
Abrikosov [24] has calculated the electron lifetime up to the 
logarithmic accuracy. In his calculations the electron-pseudofermion 
vertex function has been needed only when the energies of the pseudofermions 
were on the energy-shell. In the present investigation of the dynamics 
of localized spins the off_energy shell vertex function plays an important-
role, and this vertex is not available for the whole range of its arguments 
even in logarithmic approximation. In this section the off-energy shell 
vertex function is calculated with logarithmic accuracy closely following 
Abrikosov’s original treatment, but only in some restricted range of the 
arguments.
The diagram corresponding to the vertex function lußa'ß'
. (ie, I i (е+ш1-й)2) , im2)can be seen in Fig. l/а. where the solid and dotted 
lines stand for the electrons and pseudofermions, resp. and ш = ттТ (2n+l .
The vertex function may be written as a sum given in Fig. 1/b in the 
graphical form, where and Л2 can be cut into two parts by
cutting one electron and one pseudofermion line which are parallel or 
antiparallel, resp. This type of separation of the vertex function
of a single energy variable, which are the sum or the difference of the 
incoming electron and pseudofermion energy variables, if all the energy 
variables are smaller than the considered one variable or at least they 
are of the same order of the magnitude. Abrikosov has derived equations 
for these vertex parts and these equations are graphically represented in 
Fig. 2/a~b and their algebraic forms are as follows
/11/
is correct only in the logarithmic approximation
The vertex parts A1 and Л2 can be regarded as functions
D
/12/
10
and
D
Г düí
A2aßa'ß'^ = "ро J щ"~ rctßa"ß"^ rot"ß"ct'ß' ^  /13/
Н
where
J
'aßa'ß'^ß) = (ааа' sßß') ” ~ ~ ^14/
1 + 2 Í ро 1од т§т
£отHere р = — 7 is the density of states at the Fermi energy for a° 2v*definite spin direction* m is the electron mass* pQ is the Fermi momentum 
and D is the cut-off energy.
Making use of the identities
( аа а "  s ß ß " )  ( аа " а '  ® ß "ß ' )  = s Cs+ l )  ба а , 6ßß, -  -(раа, Sßß/)  / 1 5 /
and
K a "  Sß"ß' )(аа«а ' Sßß») - S(s+l) 6aa, 6ßß, + (aaa, Sßß,) /16/
and carrying out the integrations in eq. /II/ and /12/ the following 
results are obtained
Al c t ß a ' ß '  (ш) "  ‘  2N SCS+I) 6aa, 6ßß, (ааа, Sßß,)j
1 + ’2 I po log fSj
- 1
:nd
Л., 0 /o/Cm) 2aßa ß v '
J _
2N S (S + l )  6аа 6ßß' + (°сш' ’ ßß ■)]
/ 1 7 /
/ 1 8 /
11. -
+ 2 íN P0 log
D -  1 /18/
If the argument in this expressions is smaller than the thermal energy, 
kT, then this argument has to be replaced by kT on the left hand sides 
of eqs. /17/ and /18/.
The cruci. .1 point of this approximations is the choice of the 
arguments for the two vertices appearing in eqs. /12/ and /13/ (or in 
Fig.s. 2/a-b). The calculation of the closed loop between the vertices 
results in a limitation of the variables in the other logarithmic integ­
rals occuring in the vertices, and these limitations have been considered 
in eqs. /12/ and /13/* In the calculation e.g. of the vertex on the left 
hand side in Fig. 2/a, if | e ~ | >> | e + | another restriction may
arise, too. In this case there is a relatively large energy transfer 
through the vertex compared to the transfer through the cut. This large 
energy transfer causes a higher value of the lower limit in the logarithmic 
integrals of this vertex and for this reason the expression log -p2y in
= |e + Wjj) has to be replaced by log | £ -j for |e - rn-jJ > | e +
Therefore Abrikosov’s results /eqs. /11-14/ are correct only if 
there is not a larger2 energy transfer through some of the vertices in 
Fig. 2/a-b than the transfer at the cut.
4. Pseudofermion self-energy
The free pseudofermion and electron propagators are
4
Co)
СШ 1 Cl-.) - i“n + 9PB HM0 - x cm'
and
/19/
^  a!' 0 3' icon) = ia)n - 5P + H a
aa,‘
aa1
/ 2 0 /
2
where ~ 2m -y ^be kinetic energy, у is the chemical potential
and Mq_____is' the 2 component of the localized spin. The magnetic
Footnote: x This comparison is made on the basis of the order of 
magnitudes.
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field H is directed to the negativ z direction. In the calculation of 
the pseudofermion self-energy to logarithmic accuracy the electron self­
energy correction may he neglected. This can be seen in a similar way as 
in the case, where the pseudofermion renormalization does not contribute 
to the electron selfenergy in the logarithmic approximation as it has been 
pointed out by Abrikosov [24]. The electron energy shift PBHaz caused
by the external magnetic field may be transformed out for all of the 
internal electron lines in the framework of the logarithmic approximation 
/ зее ref. [251/.
The renormalized pseudofermion propagator can be written as
-------------------- ------ ----------T-------------
iun * g»B »„ H - 1 - + 2 n P<J "в "a H
where £ (imn) denotes the self-energy disregarding the correction 
corresponding to the simple electron bubble illustrated in Fig.3. which 
correction h8s to be added to the self-energy. This separation is 
reasonable, because the latter describes the paramagnetic Knight shift.
The real and imaginary part of the self-energy will be calculated 
successively since different' approximations have to be applied.
a. Real part of the self-energy
The present calculations have been carried out for small external 
magnetic field, guB H << kT.
The general self- energy diagram is given in Fig.4. Its contribution 
cannot be calculated in a straightforward way, because the value of the 
vertex function in the presence of an external magnetic field is not 
available. To work out an appropriate approximation we calculate first the 
second order diagram. This diagram can be seen in Fig.5« and its contribu­
tion is as follows
é2'* , (iw) = - ^л/ ' 4 'aa ífcN
Ш1Ш2 f  d 5 J 2 ii^-q i“>2-52
/ 22/
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7 7 7  /  .. м (Say ‘’б-б.) (SY«' °<5. ő _ )i -X+gPg M H 2 1 1 2'
/ 22/
The summation over the variables and а>2 can be performed in
the usual way transforming them into integrals and the final result is
£<2>аа.(») ■ (н »о)' W  i d ? 2 V d i )  (l - "f M
s ♦ t2 - 4  ♦ 9,B m y "íT
/23/
where ш = iw-A and Пр is the Fermi distribution function. 
Calculating the spin factors making use of the identity
(s ä, ,7) ( S , ,0 , x, ) = 2SZ Sz, , + \«Y ' Y а 7^2^ aY У aaY
we obtain
_<2) /~л ,L , (ш ) = 6 аа1' ' аа
S S+ , , + S+ s” , , /24/ay у a ay у a
' \ N ^ d^l °F ( O  Í d?2 C1 " Hp ^2^)
2M
(2+с2-?1+дмв ма н
+ (sCs+D- - „ ay
т+52-?1+9Мв(Ма+1)Н
+ (S te+1> - Ма + Ма) "Гг2+52-51+див (ма-1)н <
/25/
The integrals appearing in e<Jt /25/ are calculated in Appendix II, 
Introducing the new notation шм^ = w + дувНМа the final result according 
to eqs. /25/ and /б^АИ/ may be written for ш << kT as
Ке£а’а'№) + VŰ)guB И*Н 6„а, /26/
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where the coefficients are given by the following formulas
V (2) 1 Л  J \2 ,_D2 ^2 N po ) 1 g kT /27/
and
(2) *= S(S+1) /28/
The second order self-energy correction contains a logarithmic 
term, and it is multiplied by a factor, which is linear in 'to and H.
This correction is small in the limit |m| << kT and guQ H << kT, 
therefore the terms of higher orders in these quantities are not
interesting for us.
We are going to collect the terms of this type in any order of the 
perturbation theory. We have learned from the calculation of the second 
order self-energy that the diagrams we are interested in, can be divided 
into two parts by cutting one pseudofermion and two electron lines /see 
the diagram in Fig.6*/ Many of the diagrams in Fig.5» appear several 
times in Fig*6, but, as it will be shown, this overcounting can be 
eliminated.
The formal contribution of the diagram in Fig.6. denoted by saa»ltö)
is
Making use of the notation
/30/
carrying out the summations and evaluating the spin factors the following 
result is obtained.
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J  ^ 2  nF ^ 1^  nF ^ 2^
£ 2 'w I ^ ^ 2^ |y ^  (^  1' Ш + ^2  ^1 ^  2 I Ш) +
I*a) (c i ,w+52-C1U 2,u))
+(s (js+1) -мЧма)  ^ (e j.co ie ^u+ C js -e j) w +^2-^1-дмВНa
1
/31/
This result is similar to /25/* tut now the integrals cannot be calculated, 
so simply as in Eq. /25/, because also the vertices depend on and ?2-
All the terms proportional to kT or H have to be collected, 
therefore the contributions of all possible cuts have to be considered.
On the other hand,it is worth mentioning that the contributions 
investigated here are obtained from that energy region of and 52
where |c1 !,|52| < kT /see Appendix II./.
Two difficulties arise in the calculation presented herei
1. Considering all of the possible cuts corresponding to the 
diagram in Fig. 6 . some diagrams appear several times and so many diagrams 
are overcounted in this way. On the other hand, it can be shown, that the 
interesting contributions linear in H and to cannot be ordered to 
definit cuts in a way one to one. Therefore the overcoupting cannot be 
regarded as a formal procedure to collect the contributions ordered to 
different cuts.+
Footnote:+ A formal overcounting appeared in the works of Eliashberg [30] 
and Abrikosov [24], where the imaginary part of the electron self-energy 
has been calculated. It has been used to collect all imaginary self­
energy contributions. This problem has been carefully investigated by 
Duke and Silverstein [31] in details up to the fourth order
16
2. In the expression /30/ the vertex functions occurs with such 
arguments that their values are not available on the basis of Sec.3*
In the limit |u| << kT both difficulties can be avoided by applying 
the following tricks which are demonstrated to be true in Appendix III. 
considering some typical examples.
a, That cut is to be picked out, where the energy difference 
5 of the electron and hole at the cut has the smallest value
comparing to the similar quantities taken at all the other cuts.
0 All logarithmic terms in the vertices have to be replaced by 
log . /See. e.q. /11/ and /17-18/.
The contribution of the diagram in Fig. 6. has to be calculated 
considering the additional directions a and 0 .
The application of point a eliminates overcounting. On the other 
hand the point, ß guarantees the correct values of the vertices in the 
logarithmic approximation.
In this way the contribution of the diagram in Fig.6. to the real
part of the self-energy is
Ra * * ( т г )  { « 1  j db  C1 - "f O A )
( 2M« ’ч / t « !  + (-sts+1) ' M“ ' M»' V b - {1+9,,BH
+ (s (s+ l) - M~ + Mo) ia
a (1+2 £ po l°9
/32/
which is the modified form of eq. /51/. The terms log-r-p— т— r would haveI ' I ^ 2 ~ ^ 1*been replaced by log p— or<^ er take into account the thermal 
smearing but the result of integration does not depend on this replacement.
^t is interesting to mention that the contribution of the spin independent 
part of the vertex function ^  is cancelled in the logarithmic approxima­
tion.
The integrals appearing in eq. /32/ are calculated in Appendix II. 
/See eq. /10,All/./ The final expression of the real part of the self- 
energ^ can be written as
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Re Zcm'(wM ) = ("a M + у gMr "а") аа' /33/
where the coefficients are
and
1 V
2
1 + IT
2JPo loa D_
log kT
s(s + i) -
/34/
/35/
This result is the generalization of the previously obtained eqs. 
/26-28/ wuich are completed now by the characteristic factor of the Kondo 
problem. The latter diverges at the Kondo temperature, therefore the 
validity of our results is restricted to the temperature region well above 
the Kondo temperature.
The results in eqs. /33-35/ are adequate in the region |шм | <«^ kT 
which covers the physically most interesting part of the spectral* function 
/see Sec.5«/.I where it has a maximum of width proportional to (2 ^ pQ ^ kT 
therefore this maximum can be found in the middle of the energy region 
ItoM |<< kT. It is worth mentioning that the term proportional to н log 
was first pointed out by Spencer and Doniach [17] in the second order of1 +
the perturbation theory for the case s “ 2 ТЬе °^Ьег hype of terms, 
proportional to ß log ^  has been neglected by them.
A similar logarithmic term has been found by Sólyom and one of the2 nauthors /A.Z./ [32] in the self-energy of the electrons, namely < log ^  
which goes to zero with magnetic field, because the magnetization <sz> 
vanishes. Recently Wang and Scalapino [18] derived similar terms in the 
high field limit, which are proportional to ш log 2 and H logj|
+ The difference by a factor 1/2 is due to a misprint in their work.
к
++ It has been found that the electron self-energy is
- -(h )2 <sZ> 0 »O Í lMn4 S BH-{ (tanh if - *°th t Í  ) 
where c is the impurity concentration. For its real part we have 
ReZ^ (ui+ie) = c P0 <SZ> log ^  + non log. terms
in the case of |ш| << kT and ußgH << kT
++.
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b. ImaKlnar.y part of the self-energy
It is well known that the Korringa [33.1 relaxation rate is 
proportional to the temperature and approximately independent of the 
energy and magnetic field and therefore it may be expected that the 
imaginary part of the self-energy does not vanish at zero energy and 
zero magnetic field, as the real part does. This result suggests that a 
weak magnetic field does not affect the relaxation time, if guBH << kT.
The imaginary part of the self-energy occurs first in the second 
order of perturbation theory, i.e. in the calculation of the diagram 
shown in Fig. 5 . In the case н = О the imaginary part of its contribu­
tion given by eq. /25/ is as follows
Im Zcm' - ie) =
- + 6aa, 2т: S(S+l) f d?1 fdi 2 (l-ripfcp) np (?2) 6 (ui + ü2 - 5j) /36/
The integral appearing in /36/ can be easily calculated
[dC np (c)(l - np (« + €))
|ш| << kT
* kT /37/
so we get
Im laa' + iE) " + 6аа/ 2tt s(s+l) kT /38/
Let us consider again the diagram in Fig.6. In the logarithmic 
approximation the cut exhibits those three Green’s functions whose 
imaginary part is taken, while the real part o^ the vertex functions
on the two sides have to be considered. The imaginary part is taken*
from different parts of the diagram according to the different cuts., and 
this'eliminates the overcounting. This calculation is very similar to 
Abrikosov’s calculation [24] of the imaginary part of the electron self- 
energy.
The imaginary part of the formal contribution Saa,Cm) 
diagram in Fig.6 . can be obtained from eq. /31/
of the
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Im I , (ш + ie) = Im S , (ш + ie) =сш V - ' аа V - /
- ^  6аа' 2* “о í d«l. )d«2 С1 - "г fe])) "f (íj) '39'
JÍO)2(c i -0|52( ш)+ s (S+l) ^  2 ( q (0|C2,m)] 6 (ü) + S2 - ?x)
In the сазе |ш|<<кТ the pseudofermion variables of the vertex 
functions can be neglected, therefore Abrikosov’s result given in eq. 
/14/ can be used. Inserting eq. /14/ into eq. /39/ the following result 
is obtained
Im Z , ( to + ie )act = + {aa' I v S (S+1) (2 Í Po)'
/40/
kT
( > * 4 ».io^ h Y
where the integral had been calculated according to /37/«
In the opposite limit |S| > kT , the vertex function is not 
available even in logarithmic approximation. Fortunately not the vertex 
functions themselves, but only some integrals built up from these vertex 
functions are needed, ^t will be shown that these integrals can be obtained 
in the logarithmic approximation.
In this limit |m| > kT eq. /39/ can be simplified to the following 
expression
Imi , (2 + ie) = aa 4 - 7
+ 6 ,a. c l \ 2 s 4
о
” L ds
>>* (S+2,0| £,ш) + S(S+1) Tb>\ 5+S,0|5,m)
4 -to
>
for to .> kT
*0 for to < -kT
It might be learned from studying the vertex function Г (£; + ш ,о |е;,2) 
that this is built up by logarithmic terms of the following two types as
log t Ä t and log ITT *
Inserting these vertex functions into eq. /41/ integrals of the following 
type ought to ’be calculated.
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/42/
where n and m are integers and x = -5 Nevertheless, it will he shown 
that the value of this integral depends only on /п+m/ and not on n and m
i
separately.
Really, we can write eq. /42/ as the sum of two integrals
The second integral may he written in a similar form as the first one, 
if y=w - x is introduced as a new variable. Let us consider now the 
first one. The factor containing the logarithmic term log can
be taken out of the integral up to logarithmic accoracy and the remain­
ing integral can be calculated exactly
where only the highest power of the logarithmic term is kept. Repeating 
the same procedure for the second term of eq. /43/, the following result is 
obtained
21
In'm (S) = Sflog - R - )
4 ISI J
n+m
/45/
which confirms our previous statement.
Let us return to the calculation of the integral in eq. /41/, As 
it is shown by jq. /45/ the value of the integral does not change, if 
the logarithmic terms 1одулД-|- and log у^у are replaced by log -у£у . 
Supposing that all the logarithmic terms are independent of 'ш /they are 
log -|~t /, we can use Abrikosov's vertex function given by eq. /14/
with variable x instead of kT and we get
lm E , Гш + ie) = aa ' - /
Sa«- 1  ' S<S+h  (2 í P0) ‘ I= +
t1 + 2 s po 109 t ^t )
for fail > kT 
/46/
which can be easily calculated yielding
Im E , (u> + ie} a a '  4 -  /
- +  V - 1  ’ s(s+l) (2 В »o)
(’1 + 2 N P0 109
d у<3 J /47/
Summarizing the results of eqs. /40/, /45/ and /47/ we have
for w>kT
for [ш|<кТ
for ш<-кТ 
] 48/
It is worth mentioning that we have similar forms in the limits 
ш > kT and |5| < kT , only the temperature has been replaced by the
Г
Im , (5+1,) - + 6aa, i , s(s+l)(2 ipc)2 <
(1+4 » o  §
______ kT_____
1+2ipo 109 h
о
e n e r g y  to .
The imaginary part of the aelГ-energy increases as the Kondo tempera­
ture is approached from the high temperature region. This shows thnb the 
electron-impuriby scattering becomes very intensive in the neighbourhood 
of the Kondo temperature. The inverse of the spin life-time diverges at 
the Kondo temperature showing that the logarithmic approximation looses 
its applicability in this region.
The calculation of the self-energy would be much more difficult in 
high magnetic field / guDH >> kT / and this is beyond the scope of the
О  /
present paper. It may be mentioned that in this case the magnetic field
would replace the temperature in some of the logarithmic expressions e.g.
log pp would be changed by log — —  . Recently Wang and Scalapincк* cp. ßH
Í.I8] have calculated the inverse relaxation time up to third order and a 
J HlogH term has been found.
c. Relation between the imaginary parts of the electron and 
pseudofermion self-energy
The expression of the relaxation time, eq. /48/ reminds us to the 
relaxation time of the electrons, which according to Abrikosov’s work [24]
is
1
1 + 2 £ p log ~N J kT
where Niand V stands for the number of the impurities and the volume reap.
It will be pointed out that this similarity is not an accidental 
one, and it might be predicted by ueing a classical argument counting 
the number of electron impurity collisions.
The scattering processes can be counted in two different ways, 
counting the number of the impurity pseudofermion scattering by electrons 
or holes w^ and the number of the electron scatterings by impurities we.
. The first one can be given as+
Footnote: 4 A mo~e accurate formula of the number of collision can be
obtained making use of the results derived in Sec.6.
r -BE
w L - Ni (2s+l) J z-ffsTiy l2Irn X(E)I dE
where the first term in the integral is the thermodynamic Gibbs factor 
anil p (E ) is the spectral function given by eq. /61/. In the logarithmic
approximation wr can be approx mated, by /50/.
7
ImEelectron (jS| < kT) = ^  i S(S+1) ^2 g poJ
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There is no additional factor due to the population of the spin 
pseudofermion states for there is only one occupied pseudofermion state 
per impurity.
Considering the electron processes, we have to multiply the invers 
of the relaxation time by a factor, which decribes the population of the 
electron states and the probability that the final state is empty and 
by another factor of two due to the two possible spin orientations. The 
following result is obtained
oo
we = 2Vpo f l2Im ^electron <E) I nF<E) C1 ~ nF (E)) dE %
—  OO
* 4VpolIm ^electron (“> ^ кт) | . kT /51/
For v/i= and considering eqs. /50/ and ,/51/ into eq. /52/,
Im £Spin (B 5 kT) " 2»о(^г) 1 кт ш  ^electron (“ < kT) /52/
5. The pseudofermion propagator and its spectral function
In the previous section we have calculated the self-energy. The 
next step is the discussion of the Green’s function itself. Inserting 
the real part of the approximated self-energy eq. /53-35/ correct in 
the interval |to| < kT into the general form of the Green’s • function 
eq. /21/ we obtain the following expression
Wj = Nj. i2 Im E (ш < кт) | /50/
Lor
%  , (S' =0 aor 4 ' aa “m C1 + a) + 2 íZ N В MaH - уду HM -'ilm E(S)
/53/
where the meaning of the index "Lorentzian" will be discussed later.
Introducing more physical notations this expression of the Green’s 
function can be written in a more familiar form as
z 6aa'
S + geff PB MaH + 6шк Ma -+ 1 1_2t
,/54/
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where the original energy variable w = u>M -gyRHM appears and the 
following notations have been introduced:
a, renormalization constant
z ■ 1
1 + a
\ S (S+l) (2 S»,)2 ^ f r  \
1 + 2 ä p0 lo9 lr /
i s (s+i)
(2 S Pp)2 l°g h
1 + 2 Í po log Ш
1 - a /55/
where eqs. /34-35/ have been considered and on the right hand side of /55/ 
only the leading logarithmic terms are kept. This approximation is correct 
if
b, effective /renormalized/ gyromagnetic factor g „„
Jef f f(l-zy) = g 1 - ■§ z
X ( * o )
2 , D 
log kT
2 ' l+4>o 109 fe
* g I 1 - •§
j  V
N pO )
1+2 J po log Ft /
(i-y)g
where Y is given by eq. /34/.
c, renormalized Knight shift
/56/
s“ k -  z 2 H ■><> " bh = 2 В "в н °о , /57/
d, renormalized relaxation time t
- z |lm l (ш -v о) I = | s ( s « 4 ' '  (l g Pp)'
(1 + 2 N PQ 109 — VkT J
/58/
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where the form /48/ of the imaginary part of the self-energy has been 
inserted.
The physical consequences of these results will be described in Sec. 
7. It is interesting noticing that the renormalization of the Knight shift 
can be neglected up to logarithmic accuracy as it is shown by eq./57/.
The spectral representation for the Green’s function is
O n)
iwn " S '
/59/
where Pa is the spectral function, It can be obtained from the Green’s 
function by analytical continuation in the energy variable as
Pa t<5) /60/
or making use of eq. /21/
P o »  = ?
lm Г (ш) a
> n + 2 E po UB MaH - Re Ц>) + (lm £„('»>)'
/61/
The spectral function satisfies the sum rule
00
1 Pa (2) dw = 1
—  OO
/62/
We have derived an approximation given by eq. /54/ for the Green’s 
function valid in the interval |ш | £ kT . Calculating the spectral function 
from this approximation considering the definition /60/ a violation of the 
general sum rule eq. /62/ is observed, namely
J РаЬ О Г (ш) da) = z /63/
- 26
The expressions /33-35/ and /58/ are applicable only at small values 
of the energy variables, therefore the validity of this spectral function 
is restricted to this interval. The approximated spectral function is of 
Lorentzian form. The violation of the sum rule eq. /63/ indicates that the 
spectral function has an essential part at large energies which will be 
called the "tail part". In this way the spectral function may be written
Lor . P„ (« ) for |gj| < nkT
P (C) a
tail
P«. (“ ) ISI > nkT
/64/
where n is an arbitrary constant of the order of unity which separates 
the two intervals formally.
From the comparison of Eq.s /62-64/ we get a sum rule for the long 
tail part of the spectral function 1
-nkT
f,-
tail / & \ -j p (w)d(u 1 - 2
kT . ( T * i  )••“ '<*’' nkT '
dST.
The aim of the next section is to prove this sum rule by making use 
of the calculated form of the self-energy. This turns out to be an 
appropriate check on the adequacy of the used approximation in Bee.4.
6. Lonr tail character of the spectral function and the normalization
factor
The long tail part of the spectral function will be calculated on 
the basis of formula /61/ in the intervals ш < 4-nkT and ш > nkT . 
According to eq. /48/ the imaginary part of the self-energy vanishes in 
the first interval, therefore the spectral function vanishes too,
-nkT
j patail Y(S) du> = о /66/
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The integral of the Lorentzian part of the spectral function in 
the appropriate interval
nkTI-nkT Lor (й) du = z + О /67/
The correction corresponding to the integrals on the right hand 
side of eq. /65/ may be neglected, because Z contains terms of type 
Jnlogn- \  while Im T. contains lower order logarithmic terms i.e. 
according to eq. /48/ Jni0gn~^*
At large energies, the imaginary part of the (self-energy /48/ 
deviates from its energy independent value /for |5| < кт/ yielding the 
Lorentzian form of the spectral function. The asymptotic form of the 
spectral function for large energies is
_ tail \ _ 1 Im I (и - ie)Pa U )  _ --------— ------ / 68/
which is a consequence of eq. /61/, or by making use of eq. /48/ the 
following is obtained
tail/
(■“ ) “ ! s ts+1) (2 £ P0) /69/
A schematic plot of the spectral function with long tail is given in Fig.7«
The contribution of the tail, eq. /69/ of the spectral function 
to the sum rule is
tail (и) du = S (S+l) (2 * p°);nix * ( l + 2 - N du
s(s+ а ( * .  У
1__
1+2 log —u
-iD
nkT
г  I s<s+i) (4»o J log
1+2£po
kT
log D_kT
=a=l-z
/70/
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where the notation /55/ has been applied.
We can see easily from eqs. /66-67/ and /70/ that the validity of 
the sum rule /65/ is restored considering the long tail part of the 
spectral function. It is worth mentioning that in the logarithmic approxima 
tion this statement is independent of the special choice of the parameter n
In Sec. 2. we have seen that the quantummechanical average /8/ of 
physical, quantities have to be normalized by the factor
<N > s
Tr p Ns
Tr p
/71/
which is due to the population of the fictitious pseudofermion states. 
This normalization factor may be expressed by the spectral function as
<Ns> * I "f + A) pa (“ ) dö' /72/
Introducing the notation for the resonance frequency
WR = "geff PBH - V /73/
the normalization factor can be written in the following form
<Ns>X z e'ßX Z p a a /74/
where
P« e e
"ßwR Ma /75/
The renormalization factor derived here is similar to the one 
obtained by Abrikosov [251» but it is now additionally multiplied by 
the renormalization factor Z This modification of Abrikosov’s result is 
due to the long tail part of the spectral function, which cannot be 
occupied by thermal excitations.
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7. Static susceptibility
The magnetization is given by the physical average of the operator 
SÍ. The physical average is defined by eq. /8/. Expressing Sz by the 
pseudofermion operators according to Eq. /4/, the appearing expectation 
value can be transformed to an expression of the Green function and 
furthermore of the spectral function. The final expression of the magnetiza­
tion is the following
This quantitity can be calculated in a similar way as the normaliza­
tion constant has been obtained. Making use of /77/ and /72-75/ the final 
result is
•It looks like the classical result, except that the resonance 
frequency contains the Knight shift /57/ and the renormalized reduced 
gyromagnetic factor, eq. /56/. It Is worth mentioning that the renormaliza­
tion constants in the nominator and denominator of the physical average 
given by eq. /8/ cancel each other.
Ehe static susceptibility is the derivative of the magnetization 
with respect to the external magnetic field. The final result may be 
formulated in terms of the classical expression of the susceptibility 
described by the Curie law, and it is denoted by x° (т;д) which is a 
function of the temperature and the unrenormalized gyromagnetic factor.
The renormalized static susceptibility according to Eq. /76/ can be 
written as
/76/
/77/
/78/
-  зо -
In this formula the Knight shift and the compensation of the magnetic 
moment by the s-d scattering are described by a simple modification of 
the value of the gyromagnetic factor given by Eq. /56/. The static 
susceptibility obtained here can be written as a power series of the 
coupling constant and its first terms agree with the results previously 
derived by Yosida and Okiji [2] and others [3-7].
8. Conclusion
By making use of a slight modification of Abrikosov’s method the 
static susceptibility has been calculated in the logarithmic approximation. 
The final result is in agreement with Hamann’s result [15] well above the 
Kondo temperature up to the leading logarithmic terms and with the first 
few terms of the perturbative results derived previously.
The treatment presented here is based on the determination of the 
self-energy.
The real part of the self-energy in the neighbourhood of the pole 
of the pseudofermion Green’s function contains a term proportional 
to the energy variable. This term has been neglected by Spencer and 
Dcniach [17], but a similar term has been found by Scalapino and Wang in 
the opposite limit where the temperature can be neglected compared to the 
magnetic energy of the impurity spin. This term results in a renormaliza­
tion constant and determines the shape of the spectral representation of 
the pseudofermion Green’s function. The long tail character of the spectral 
function leads to many consequences e.g., the normalization factor in 
Abrikosov’s method Í3 changed, the dynamic susceptibility cannot be 
calculated treating only the Lorentzian part of the spectral function as 
it will be shown in the second part of this paper e.t.c.
The half-width of the impurity level given by Eq. /58/ is enhanced
due to the Kondo effect, and that could be experimentally observed if ühe
\
impurity paramagnetic resonance line can be observed separately from the 
electron lines. In this case' the bottleneck [34] effect can be avoided in 
very'-dilute alloys, which drastically changes the experimental situation.
It is worth mentioning that such an enhanced relaxation rate has not been 
observed yet in experiments where i’t should be E35]*®1© lack of any effect 
of Kondo type in these experiments has not been understood yet.
The treatment presented in this paper is restricted to the tempera-? 
ture region above the Kondo temperature. It is well known that from the 
physical point of wiev, anything essentially new does not happen at the 
Kondo temperature, but the applicability of our mathematical method, breaks
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down. In the logarithmic approximation it is supposed that the typical
m
logarithmic term log —  > 1 /where T^ is the Kondo temperature/. Below the 
Kondo temperature other methods are necessary. Applying variational considera­
tions Nam and Wing [11], Heeger et all [14], or decoupling the system of 
Green* s function Zittartz [36] and Gurgenishvili, Nepsesian, Haradze [37] 
have derived expressions for the static susceptibility.
In the second part of this paper the dynamic spin susceptibility will 
be evaluated. The problem of the dynamical electron susceptibility and the 
dynamic total susceptibility are rather complicated therefore they are 
beyond the scope of the present papers.
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Appendix I.
We discuss very briefly, how the fictitious states which do not 
contain any pseudofermions, might be eliminated in formal procedures.
The trace can be written as the following sum
2S+1
Tr - I Tr(n) / 1/AI /n=o
The physical average and the formal one can be written as
<A>phys = Tr^ (p a )
(p Ns)
lim
A-м»
Tr.(1) (p a)
Tr(o) 0
" V a
/2/AI/
where Тз/п/ corresponds to the states with number of pseudofermions, n and 
Tr/n/ {p___ }. is proportional to (е~^/,Т)П .
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and
<A>f0rm = lim
X-»-oo
<A>,
<N >. s Л
1 im <N >s Л
2S+1In=o iifn) (pA)
2S+1
ln=o
/3/AI/
respectively.
The formal average in the limit A ->- °° keeping only the terms 
proportional to e ^ T and 1 is the following
<A>f°rm = lim
X->-oo
<A>
<N > s
lim 1 Ti?o) (p a)
r V x  T^>p
+ 1<N > s X
/4/А1/
where the first term diverges as A <*>. The physical average can he 
expressed by the formal one comparing /З/AI/ and /4/А1/
<A>phys=lim
X-+00
f <Ä>x , 1 Trfo) ( p a ) ^  - ill
[ ^ x « V a Trlo> p L tx* » p Jj
/5/ÁI/
where the additional expression on the right hahd side might be calculated 
easily, namely
a/ (pA) can calcu -^ated- exactly, because the interaction
part.of the Hamiltonian /3/ does not contribute to it.
Ъ/ Trp=e_fi/I™ , where П is the sum of the contributions correspond­
ing to the linked cluster diagrams. ft can be written as the following sum
00
- i ^n=o
ft / 6/AI/
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where íí^  is proportional to (e л^1) Comparing this expression,
/б/AI/ with
Tr(p)
• oo
l T^n)(p)
which follows from /1/А1/, we get
to) (o)
(p) = e and ТгЦ ) (p) = T (1)
The presented procedure can be applied in all case, when there is 
only one impurity. In the special case, whre the identity Tif°^  (pA) = о 
holds due to the actual structure of the operator A, our previous result /8/ 
Is obtained from the general formula /5/А1/.
Another method can be given for the calculation of the electron 
propagator, in which case A=-iT {ф(х) ф+ (х')}ТЬе term T^0,) (pA) appear­
ing in /5/А1/ is proportional to the free electron propagator. Let u.s 
denote the spectral function of the electron propagator calculated in the 
formal way /by making use of the linked cluster theorem/, and the spectral 
function of the physical and free propagators reap, by p^ (x,x' ; e ) 
Pphys(x,x' } E)and p^ (x,x' ; e ). According to /5/А1/ we have the following 
representation of the physical spectral function
ррЬуь (х>х, ; E  ^= — I—  (x,x' ; e ) + Cx p<o)(x,x' . e ) + o(e_X/T)
s X
where fhe constant is <Ng>^
the limit X -¥ OO #
-1
1- and diverges as e
X/T /7/А1/in
On the other hand, the diagonal spectral function /e.g. x = x*/ 
satisfies the sum rule
pPhys _ x , . e ) dE = 1 / 8/AI/
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The easiest way to determine the constant is to insert eq. /7/А1/ and 
perform the integration.
This result can be summarized in the following manner. The scattering 
part of the physical propagator can be calculated by making use of Abrikosov’s 
method, and its amplitude has to be modified by the normalization factor 
(<Ng> ^ 1 . The amplitude of the free part of the propagator has to be 
fitted according to the sum rule /8/А1/. It is vorth mentioning that in the 
logarithmic approximation the normalization factor, Z does not affect the 
scattering part of the electron propagator.
Appendix II.
The general form of the integrals appearing in eq. /25/ is 
A'(w) - [ dEl v (Cl) [ dc2 (i - n ^ ) )  - _ _ i -----
-D -D e2.~ f'l
/1, All /
where w ~ö+jgpQH and j=~l,o,l. First the integral with respect to 
52 is transformed
*0> (“ ) - - f "pCq) f * * ( , )  log
-D -I |W + у - 5l|
/2,All/
the second one can be transformed in a similar way, and then we obtain 
D D
3*0) (w) = - [ dnp (.x) \ drip (y) {(x-w-D) log |w+D-x| + (2D+w) log |w+2Dj -
-D -D
- (x-w-y) log |w+y-x| " (o+y+ttí) log |D+y+w|} /3,AII/
Supposing that the magnetic field is weak and the incoming energy 
is small enough: |w|<<kT<<D, furthermore keeping only the terms 
containing logarithmic expressions’the integral /1,AII/ can be transformed 
into the following form
Footnote: +The leading logarithmic terms of the scattering amplitude are
proportional to Jnt2logn(~'j and the normalization factor conta­
ins terms of type jn+1logr‘ ( as it is shown in Sec.5«
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D D
^0) (w) = j dnp (x) ^ dnp (y)(w-x+y) log
-D -D IW+y-XI
/4,Ali/
where the term proportional to y-x is negligible because of the odd parity 
in the case w = o, then we get
^o) (w) = w Г dnF (x) f dn^(y) log ----^—
-1 _i Iw+y-x
/5,All/
In the logarithmic approximation the integral /5,AII/has the value 
log , therefore the final result is
f0) (w) = w log pkT /6,AII /
Furthermore, calculating eq. /32/ we need the value of the following 
integral
/ \w) = ^  d ^  nF (£.j) t d C 1 “ nF (^2^ ? J Г
-D -Ъ 2 1 1 + 2 N Po 1 T V 4 I
/7,All/
Supposing that- w << kT, instead of /7,All/ we can consider the 
following integral
^(w) - I di, „F (5j) I a«2 (i - п,(5р) „ 1^-
~D -D г 1
/8,All/
po log
' \
This integral can be calculated in a similar way as the previous one. 
Transforming the second and the firs't integrals successively we get
■P
i___ у
F 4 J )
+ % )  -  -
D
1 nF (S]) f  drv  Ы  (2 Í P0) 1 -
1+2 N Po log |w+?2- q 7  j
- 36
___________ 1___________
1 + 2 N po log jw+y-x| .
^w-x+y)
/9,Ali/
where only those terms are considered, which occur in the logarithmic 
approximation. The final result can be written into the following form
(w) = w
log D_kT
1 + 2 p logN Ko ’ kT
/10,All/
Appendix III.
In Sec. 4* we have calculated the contribution of the diagram in 
Fig, 6. instead Of'the original self-energy diagram in Fig. 4. It has been 
mentioned there that the calculation of the diagram in Fig.6. is not 
appropriate for two reasons, but considex’ing the directions, a - 3 it 
becomes to be correct in logarithmic approximation. The aim of the present 
section is to demonstrate this statement.
First, the (n+1) th order diagram in Fig.8, is considered, which
contains n loops along the dotted line. The contribution of this diagram 
without the spin factors is
ÍJ »о) T"+11 ■■■ l$ « 1  ••• i « n +i ••• 1 5 ^ 4 -
1 n+1 4 p n+1
i -X •••••• l^ ü+(ű^ -(ü ^  -X
or performing the summations we obtain
/ 1 ,AIII/
( §  P o f 1 f c  0  - - , « , > )  I .-A / 2 ,AIII/
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The diagram can be cut through two solid and one dotted lines n times. 
If we consider the diagrams in Pig.6. this diagram appears n times as bhere 
are n different possible cuts in it.
According to direction, a that cut has to be picked out, where
has the smallest value. Dividing the integrals in / 2 , А Ш /  into n 
parts in suchu: a way that in each of them the cut /1/ is at the right place 
the following form is obtained
/ \n+l 9 n+2 9 j=i-l f P \ ,
(I °o) *h ”f(4) ,L ) a5i Ы Ч ) - 1) K h  (tjb1) iAt-i;•
-D -D 3
, , D, k=n+l r , \ ,
im+?i-Cj-A kIJ+1 1 dCk \F ~ 1)
4
All these terms correspond to one of the general diagram in Pig.6. and 
furthermore the actual vertex functions on the right or left hand side may 
be different. This means a one to one correspondence between the terms in 
/3, А Ш /  and the diagrams represented by Fig.6.
Supposing that |m[ << kT the energy variable w can bo neglected 
in integrals excepting the one with respect to , In this way the contribu­
tions corresponding to the vertices on the left and right hand sides of the 
diagram in Fig.6. contain only logarithmic terms, like log 
as it can be seen from the following form of eq. / 3 , А Ш / I«1-V
+ kT
д а  ia5i t  [«а«! ("f (?p  - 1) P0 log
I?! - €± l + kT
i-2
ш + Ci - Ki »o log I«1 - ÍJ + kT
n-i+1
/4 ,AIII/
These logarithmic terms depend only on the difference of the energies 
of the electron and hole lines at the cut, as it has been stated by the 
direction В .
We have seen, that in this simple case of n possible cuts the method 
described In sec. 4. works.
Now, we calculate the diagram in Fig.9.
The contribution of this diagram can be calculated very easily and 
after having performed the summation the following result is obtained
38 -
(n Po) J d5l nF^l) ]"d52 (nF 2 '  X) J d?3 (nF (^3^ ~ X) j d?4 nF^4)
го+^ 1-?3 e+z1- z 2 /5,AIII/
The integrals can be divided into two parts in that way that the 
difference of the energy variables is the smallest at the first or the 
second cut reap.. Then we get
1 - *1 + X2 / 6,А!II/
where
I1 “ ( n po) ( d?l ”f j' d?2 (nF^2^ *) 1 (nF^3^ 1)
-D -D 5 2
• \ d54 V ^ 4 ^  ß+^-£3 Й+?х-52 Cf+ei+54-C2-C3
4 n D D
T2 " (я Po) J dh  "ffel l « 3  (”r W  - d) J d«2 M b )  * d)
/7,АШ/
D
0 jr- _ (r \ 1 1 1• J d t 4 np vt4,l й + ? 1 „ 5 2 ffl+e 1+ c 4- c2-?3 /8,AIII/
Let us consider e.g. the expression / 7 , А Ш /  This contains the 
following integral, which can be estimated very easily
( j ^4 (C4) /  |C1“ 5 2- € 3+a| '+ kT  ^ |СГ 52-? +Sf|+kT
V S  po  J J d 5 4 й + ^ + ц - ^ - ^ з  "  l 0 g  | D - S 2 - ? 3+ ? i + a | + k T  =  l o g  D
|5 -C +S|+kT Í К2 \ IS1-S3+ffi|+kT
“ log -----5------ + log l1 " ТрТ^ПЗ / = log ------ d----- 19,h i n  I
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where the last approximation is correct because -1 <  ^_ —  < о as £2 < ?3
and so the neglected quantity is smaller than log2. Iná'erling / 9 » А Ш /  into 
/7,AHI/and performing the integration with respept to S3 the follow­
ing result is obtained
* u+Sj-e. I lo92
14-41 + kT /10, А Ш /
where it has been supposed that |u| << kT. The integrals whithout the 
logarithmic factor correspond to the contribution of the lines cut by the
first cut in Fig.9. As it will be shown below the factor 4 log2 -гг ~ v  " 1
C* I c, 2 I
is due to the vertex on the left hand side in Fig.6., which vertex is 
represented in Fig.10. Let us calculate the contribution of this vertex in 
the limit |ш| << кт, the following result is obtained
jd^l nF (^ i) j" d?2 (nF ^ 2) ~ Х)
- Í
2-iü)-ß Z 2~^ l ~ a -
« 2  (",(4 > - 0  5 7 1 ^ 5  los - i  log2 - И Й !  /11. А И 1/
Now, the direction ß has to be applied and so the energy variable in the 
logarithmic term must be x-eplaced by - C2 and so this vertex really 
yields the factor required.
We have seen that the diagram in Fig.6. with bare- vertex on the left 
hand side and with the vertex shown jLn Fig. 10. on the right hand side gives 
the contribution /7,AIII/if the directions a - ß are taken into account. 
The expression / 8 , А Ш /  can be derived in a similar way if the second cut 
in Fig.9. is considered.
The treatment of these typical examples shows that the method 
proposed in sec. 4. for the calculation of the.real part of the self-energy 
workö well in the logarithmic approximation.
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Figure Captions
Fig.l. a/ graphic representation of the vertex function 
Га(3а' $' (ie' iü) I 1 (е+ш1 - u2), iü>2) 
b/ the contributions to the vertex function in the logarithmic 
approximation.
Fig.2. The graphic representations of the equations of "parquet" type for 
the vertex parts a and л2* The smallest values of the
energies e, can be found at the cut /dotted-broken line/.
Fig.?. The pseudofermion self-energy diagram of the first order, which 
corresponds to a simple energy shift.
Fig.4-. Self-energy diagram yielding the physical contribution.
Fig.5» The contribution of second order to the self-energy 'which is of 
type shown by Fig.4.
Fig.6. Diagram öóntributing to the self-energy in logarithmic approxima­
tion, where the cut shows the electron lines and one pseudofermion 
line which in the case of i, Be 2 correspond to the smallest 
energies £ ii, In £ contribute to the imaginary part. The 
imaginary parts of the vertexes are neglected.
Fig.7« * The schematic plot of the pseudofermion spectral function showing 
a maximum of Lorentzian form and an additional long tail at large 
positive energy values.
Fig,8. Self-energy diagram of order /п+l/ with n possible cuts denoted by 
dotted broken lines.
Fig.9. Diagram of fourth order with two possible cuts.
Fig.10, Vertex correction of second order appearing as the vertex on right 
hand side in the general representation /given by Fig.6./ of the 
diagram in Fig.9. considering the cut 1.
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